VSee Clinic
Flexible Features To Fit Your Exact Visit Flow

Before the Visit
- Click or embed-invite patients to your branded waiting room
- Allow walk-ins and/or scheduled visits
- Customize intake forms – 2 lines or 2 pages
- Check wait times & visit progress from the patient queue
- Collect online credit card payments

During the Visit
- Add family, interpreters ...on the fly
- Whiteboard on shared MRIs, labs, etc.
- Live stream digital otoscopes, EKGs, etc.

After the Visit
- Send post-visit survey
- Auto-send visit notes, follow-ups
- Complete / review notes
- Set health goals together
- Track goal progress with Fitbit data, food diaries, etc.
- Securely message each other
VSee Clinic

Flexible Features Designed For Practice Productivity

Instant Set Up
- Add logo, description, profiles, legal documents
- Add or remove providers & waiting rooms
- Turn on/off walk-ins, scheduling, payment, notes, etc.

Efficient Workflows
- Get mobile alerts when patient ready
- Customize tags for quick coordination - eg, “Ready for NP”
- Track all in-progress visits from one dashboard

Effective Management
- Visualize visit data in admin dashboard
- Export call reports
- Set visit amounts, generate invoices
- Manage provider & patient schedules

“My time is what’s most important. VSee allowed me to create the efficient workflow similar to what we had...and it worked with the different platforms in our other offices.

Michael Rodriguez, MD
Broadlands Family Practice
Urgent Care, Retail Clinics, Specialist Consults

Join VSee client OneMedical, UMMC and others in growing your business through telehealth. VSee provides workflows streamlined for urgent care centers and retail clinics so you can launch new telehealth services fast and then scale as your needs change.

Use VSee Clinic to triage and process patients efficiently. Have patients sign into a simple no-registration waiting room. Have multiple managers and providers login and monitor the patient queue. Track exactly where patients are in your visit flow with custom tags. During the visit, see faces and live-stream medical device images at the same time. Just plug in the USB device to your regular laptop or mobile device, and your doctors can start examining patients virtually. Use a PTZ camera to let remote doctors control the camera view.

Key Features
- Walk-in only waiting room + tagging
- HIPAA chat
- Online payments
- Live medical device streaming
- Far-end PTZ camera control
Chronic, Post-Acute Care, Wellness Management

New technology is making it easy to keep tabs on patients no matter where they are so you can prevent unnecessary hospital visits and readmissions.

The VSee Clinic is a turnkey solution to use community health workers to reduce readmission rates. During a home visit, health workers can send vitals and start and instant video chat with a provider when guidance is needed.

Care team members can easily track patients’ real-time biometric data from a health data dashboard. Patients are automatically grouped by custom health levels for fast scanning. Community health workers can also continue to monitor their patient’s data dashboard remotely and securely message them once home visits have been reduced.

For wellness and lifestyle diseases, patients can also set their own personal wellness goals and track them by auto-syncing data from digital health devices (e.g. blood pressure cuff, glucose meter, FitBit, iHealth, etc.). Wellness portals may be customized to include data sets such as food diaries, mood logs, medication check-off, vital signs, and more!

Key Features
- Health data dashboard
- Wellness patient portal
  - health goal tracking
  - digital device sync
  - food diary, logs
- Community health worker check-ins
Hospital Telemedicine

Tele-NICU, Telestroke, Teledermatology, ER/Trauma, Specialist Consults

Don’t limit telemedicine to expensive videoconference rooms or complicated hardware. VSee’s simple telehealth solutions let you quickly deploy any workflow as your services grow. Whether you need provider-to-provider or provider-to-patient video calls VSee meets all your needs: ER diversion, telestroke, pre-surgery consults, genetic counseling, post-op follow-up, second opinion, medical interpretation, and more!

In addition, our new partnership with Uber and Lyft provides a fast, low cost transportation option for ER diversion cases where a telemedicine consult is insufficient for a diagnosis.

Our idea was to build a platform that was flexible... and easy to use. Not only is our telehealth team happy with the results, but the nurses have already expressed improvement in usability.

-Lauren Sweeney, Telehealth Program Manager

Key Features

- Walk-in + scheduled waiting room
- HIPAA chat
- Customized tags
- Medical device streaming + far-end PTZ control (ex. remote ultrasound remote exams)
Behavioral Health, Psychiatry, Addiction Recovery

Seeing a client’s facial expressions and gestures is vital for behavioral health specialists. And using a simple, reliable platform is key to empowering individuals towards recovery.

The VSee Messenger is the only solution most providers will need. This simple, HIPAA-compliant video chat works over 3G and challenging rural networks. Additional capabilities include HIPAA text chat with picture-send, document-share with live annotation, and file-transfer. (Group video calls may be limited to three to seven callers depending on user networks.)

Facilities or therapists can add a VSee Clinic for an extra layer of privacy. Email a custom weblink to clients or embed into a website. Let clients sign into a private queue without creating an account. Give multiple providers access to the wait queue.

VSee Clinic
For group practices, solo therapists, prison therapy, rehabilitation facilities

“After switching from Skype to VSee, users who had previously given up on our video calling feature are now regularly using it and reporting improved sound, picture, and more importantly, increased reliability.”

Kevin Marsch
Director of Simpla Solutions & myhomehelper app creator
Video Telehealth Solutions

VSee Clinic
Deliver an efficient online experience for your specific workflow - from urgent care to tele-NICU monitoring to chronic care management. Configure your clinic with only the features you need: custom intake forms, scheduling, online payments, basi EMR, consumer device integrations and more!

VSee Messenger
Easily communicate PHI via text, screen-share, picture-share and HD video. Livestream medical device images and annotate shared lab tests, MRIs, etc.

VSee SDKs
Build your own mobile health app with our rich messenger and telehealth workflow SDKs. Or have our expert engineers build it for you fast.
Telehealth Hardware Solutions

VSee Telemedicine Kit
Choose this simple doctor-in-a-box for remote consultations. You can find VSee kits on board Shell oil platforms off the coast of Nigeria and Alaska.

VSee Telemedicine Cart
A flexible solution that requires almost no training. Slim, wheelable carts include a PC, remote-control PTZ camera, and optional USB device peripherals such as stethoscope, otoscope, and dermascope for real-time device streaming.

VSee Home Care Kit
Under 5 lbs, this ultralight telemedicine kit is designed for use with mobile devices. Perfect for travelling nurses and home care patients.
An Airbnb-like Physician-owned marketplace for telehealth staffing

Payers and hospitals are struggling to meet their staffing needs: specialists, after hour coverage, etc. Physicians want more control over their practice and specifically to monetize small gaps when they are free. This American Doc meets both challenges as the first physician-owned and physician-led physician staffing marketplace.

For payers & hospitals:
• Recruit from a network of thousands of the best physicians
• Screen & hire physicians as easily as booking a plane ticket
• Hire on-site physicians or an entire virtual care group

For physicians:
• Virtual assistants to help you with marketing, technology setup, and EMR data entry so you only need to focus on the patient
• Work from home
• Covered by our group malpractice insurance

We invite you to join us and shape the future practice of medicine.

Learn more at thisamericandoc.com
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Contact anicia@vsee.com to learn more, or sign up free at ThisAmericanDoc.com to start getting job assignments today!